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ARMS OF THE UNIVERSITY 
The principal elements incorporated in the arms 
of the University are the blue of the sea, the gold of the 
sand and the red of the lllawarra flame tree. The open 
book often used for educational institutions has also 
been included. 
The blazon is: "Azure an open book proper 
bound gold on a chief wavy of three cinquefoils gules." 
Calendar Volume IV 
Statistical Profile 1990-1992 

PREFACE 
This publication contains a collection of statistical information on The University of Wollongong 
relating to the years 1990-1992 and includes a selection of student, staff and finance tables 
incorporating historical and comparative information. The information is based on that supplied 
annually to the Department of Employment, Education and Training (DEET). 
The reference date for the student and staff statistics is 31 March in each year, with the exception of 
degrees and diplomas awarded, which pertain to the 12 month period ending 30 June in each year. 
Finance statistrcs refer to the 12 months ending 31 December in the previous year. 
Due to changes in the reporting of finance data to DEET, the finance tables are not directly 
comparable from year to year. There has been a reduction in the amount of detail required for some 
expenditure data and consequently the data is being reported in a slightly different manner. 
The University of Wollongong was a College of the University of New South Wales and became an 
autonomous institution in 1975. In May 1982, it federated with the Institute of Education and 
therefore statistical information prior to 1983 does not include figures relating to the Institute of 
Education. 
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Academic Organisational Unit 
A unit which the institution has formed in order to undertake teaching and/or research functions. 
Such units are referred to as Departments. 
Award Course 
A program of formal study or supervised research extending over one or more years, and leading to 
the award of a degree or diploma or which qualifies the student to enter a course at a level higher than 
a Bachelors degree. 
Commencing Student 
A student who has enrolled in a course at the University for the first time including those students who 
are admitted to a course of a higher level after completing all or part of the requirements of a course at 
a lower level. Students who transfer from one course to another are also included in this category. 
Student Load or EFTSU Value 
A value representing the student load for a unit of study, part of a unit of study or set of units of study, 
expressed as a proportbn of the wori<load for a standard annual program for students undertaking a 
full year of study in a particular year of a particular course. 
Higher Degree 
PhD, Doctorate, Masters by Research and Masters by Courseworic. 
Other than Higher Degree 
Other postgraduate which includes Masters Preliminary and Postgraduate Diploma. 
Undergraduate 
Those students enrolled in a Bachelor Degree, Diploma or Associate Diploma plus those enrolled in 
Enabling or Non-Award courses. 
International Student 
There are four categories of International Students: 
Full-Fee paying: (HECS code 22) An international student in respect of whom a fee is paid 
to the institution to cover the full cost of providing their tuitk>n and related services and facilities. 
Sponsored: (HECS code 24) A student who is not a full-fee paying overseas student and 
for whom an overseas student charge has been incurred for which he/she is able to provide 
documentary evidence that this liability has been or will be discharged to the Commonwealth by 
AIDAB or some other Australian agency. 
Subsidised: (HECS code 23) A student who is not a full-fee paying or sponsored overseas 
student and for whom an overseas student charge liability has been incurred, and for which 
he/she is able to provide documentary evidence that payment in respect of the liability has 
been made to the Commonwealth by a person or agency other than AIDAB. 
Non-Award: (Course codes 904-906) Students who do not have permanent resident status 
and who pay a fee to the University for enrolment in a non-award course. 
Non-Award Course 
A program of study which does not lead to an award but is comprised of units or sets of units from an 
award course whrch may be counted as credit towards the requirements of an award course. 
Type of Attendance 
Full-Time - Students who are enrolled in 75% or more of a standard annual program. 
Part-Time - Students who are enrolled in less than 75% of a standard annual program. 
External - All units of study for which the student is enrolled involve special arrangements 
whereby lesson materials, assignments, etc. are delivered to the student and any associated 
attendance is of an incWental, irregular, special or voluntary nature. 
Gender of Students 





Academic Support Services 
Staff employed in units which provide direct support to the teaching and research functions earned 
out by the University. Includes libraries, computing centres, extemal studies centres, etc. 
Casual 
A member of staff paid on an hourly or sessional basis and who has no entitlement to paid sick leave, 
paid annual leave, or paid long-service leave. Casual staff full-time equivalence is derived from the 
number of hours worked using formulae nominated by the Department of Enrployment, Education 
and Training. 
Full-Time Equivalence 
Staff statistics have been reported as full-time equivalence (not an actual body count) where a staff 
member has a full-time equivalence of 1.00 if, at the reference date, they have a full-time work 
contract. Where a staff member has a fractional full-time work contract (part-time), they are given a 
full-time equivalence of less than 1.00. 
General Staff 
Staff members who are not engaged in the academic tasks of teaching and/or research 
General Institution Services 
Staff employed in central administration concerned with providing services which facilitate the overall 
functioning of the University. Includes buildings, plant and grounds, cleaning services, security and 
earetaking, etc. 
Independent Operations 
Staff emptoyed in organisations independent to the University. Includes research and consultancy 
sen/ices and any other services for which the University is not legally responsible. 
Public Services 
Staff involved in areas of work primarily of benefit to people outside the University; e.g. 
conservatorium of music,etc. 
Research Only 
Staff who are employed primarily to undertake research work or to provide technical or professional 
research assistance. 
student Support Services 
Staff employed in unrts which provide support services to students. Includes counselling, careers 
and appointments.union, etc. 
Teaching and Research 
Staff who perform a teaching functran, but who are also required to undertake or assist with research. 
Teaching Only 
Staff who are involved only with teaching and associated activities, but there is no formal requirement 
that research be undertaken. 
FINANCE INFORMATION 
General Funds 
Funds which are expended on the institutions general purposes, that is, for general teaching and 
general research purposes. 
Expenditure 
All expenditure incun-ed by the University in the year of reference. 
Income 
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ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1990 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mode 
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Table 1 (continued) 
ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1990 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mode 
MASTERS BY RESEARCH 
Creative Arts 
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Table 1 (continued) 
ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1990 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mode 
MASTERS BY COURSEWORK 
Creative Arts 
English 
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Table 1 (continued) 
ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1990 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mode 
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Table 1 (continued) 
ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1990 
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Table 1 (continued) 
ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1990 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mode 
DIPLOMA 
DipTeach(Primarv)-Conversion 
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Figure 1 - Enrolments In University Courses 199oL 
Full-time Part-time External Total 
Table 2 
COMMENCING ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1990 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mode 
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Table 2 (continued) 
COMMENCING ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1990 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mode 
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Creative Arts 
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Table 2 (continued) 
COMMENCING ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1990 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mode 
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Table 2 (continued) 
COMMENCING ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1990 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mode 
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Table 2 (continued) 
COMMENCING ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1990 
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Table 2 (continued) 
COMMENCING ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1990 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mode 
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Figure 2 - Commencing Enrolments in University Courses 199oL 
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FULL-TIME STUDENT ENROLMENT SUMMARY 1990 
By Level of Course 
Higher Degree 
PhD 
Masters by Research 
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Sub-total 
Diploma & Associate Diploma 
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1990 GRADUATES (By Course) 
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Total Academic Staff 












Total Acadamic Support Staff 


























































































































































Table 12 (continued) 
TOTAL RLLED STAFFING ESTABLISHMENT AND CASUAL STAFF 1990 
By Activity 











External Studies Cantras 
Other 
Subtotal 










TOTAL ACADEMIC SUPPORT SERVICES 
Full-tima and 
Fractional Full-time 



































































































STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES 






































































































































Table 12 (continued) 
TOTAL FILLED STAFFING ESTABLISHMENT AND CASUAL STAFF 1990 
By Activity 
PUBLIC SERVICES 










































































































































































































































Other Independent Operations 
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FULL-TIME/FRACTIONAL FULL-TIME STAFF PLUS CASUAL STAFF - NON ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES 1990 
FILLED POSITIONS ONLY by Organisational Unit 








Central Computing Centres 
Manager/Administrator 
Computer Business Professional 
Other Business Professional 
Technical Officer/Assistant 
































































































































































































































































































































Table 14 (continued) 
FULL-TIME/FRACTIONAL FULL-TIME STAFF PLUS CASUAL STAFF • 
FILLED POSITIONS ONLY by Organisational Unit 







Administration and Overhead Services 
Vice-Chancellor 
Manager/Administrator 
Computer Business Professional 












Buildings, Plant and Grounds 
Manager/Administrator 




































Other Independent Operations 
Manager/Administrator 
Lecturer 
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AGE DISTRIBUTION OF FULL-TIME TEACHING AND RESEARCH ACADEMIC STAFF 1990 # 














































































# excludes fractional appointments and casual staff 
Figure 4 - Age Distribution of Full-time Teaching and Research Academic Staff 1990 k 
o c « 
3 
u. 
20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 











INCOME BY SOURCE AND PURPOSE OF FUNDS 1989 
For the year ended 31 December 1989 
Source of Funds 
Provisions of Higher Education 




Fees and Charges 
Adult Education etc. 
Full-Fee Paying Students 
Other 
Endowments 





Transfers from Special Services A/C 
Worlcing accounts for Computing, 



























































SOURCE: DEET Fomi 401 








Q Provisions o< Higher ES Other Commonwealth • State Govt 
Education Funding Act 
ES Donations and Bec;uests 
U Fees • Investment Income IS Other 
Please note that comparisons with previous years information are not reliable, as DEET definitions of what to include in each of the 
categories may change from year to year. ^ ^ 
Table IB 
EXPENDITURE OF GENERAL AND RESEARCH FUNDS BY ACTIVITY 1989 
For the year ended 31 December 1989 
ITEM 
ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES 
Teaching and Research 
Salaries 




Seilary related costs 
Non-salary items 












Salary related costs 
Non-salary items 
Total Academic Services 
STUDENT SERVICES 
Salaries 
Salary related Costs 
Non-Salary Items 
Total Student Services 
PUBLIC SERVICES 
Scilaries 
Salary related Costs 
Non-Sedary Items 
Total Public Services 
GENERAL UNIVERSITY SERVICES 
Administrat ion and Overheads 
Salaries 
Salary related costs 
Non-salary items 
Other General Inst i tut ion Services 
Salaries 
Salary related costs 
Non-salary items 
Total General University Services 
INDEPENDENT OPERATIONS 
Salaries 
Salary related costs 
Non-salary items 












































0 Salaries i i Salary related costs M Non-salary items 1 
SOURCE: DEET Foim 404 
Please note that comparisons w'lth previous years information are not reliable, as DEET definitions ol what to include in each of the 
categories may change from year to year. 
SALARY RELATED COSTS: includes contributions to superannuation and pension schemes; payroll tax; workers compensation insurance; 
artd payments into long-service provisions accounts 
OTHER SALARY RELATED COSTS: includes fringe benefits taxes, termination payments and redundancy payments. 
46 
Table 19 
SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURE OF GENERAL FUNDS 1989 
For the year ended 31 December 1989 
ITEM 
ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES 









GENERAL UNIVERSITY SERVICES 
Administration and Overheads 




















SOURCE: DEET Form 404 
18.44' 





iS Teaching and Research S Research Only 
0 Student Services fZ Administration 
D Academic Services Independent Operations 
Q Other General Institution S Public Services 
Services 
Please note that comparisons with previous years information are not reliable, as DEET definitions of what to include in each of the 
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RESEARCH EXPENDITURE BY TYPE AND FACULTY 1989 




































































SOURCE: DEET Fonn 410 
OTHER NON-STAFF EXPENDITURE: includes such items as new appointment expenses; outside studies 
programs and conferences; purchase of books and periodicals; travel; postage; telephones and facsimiles; 
fumiture; water and general rates and all other non-staff items. 
Please note that cximparisons with previous years infomiation are not reliable, as DEET definitions of what to include 
in each of the categories may change from year to year. 








+ -+- H 
2000000 4000000 6000000 8000000 10000000 12000000 
53 
Table 24 
EXPENDITURE OF CAPITAL FUNDS FOR BUILDINGS AND LAND 1989 
For the year ended 31 December 1989 
Purpose For 
Which Funds Were Used 
EXPENDITURE 
institution Building Projects 
Commerce Building 






Purchase of Land 
Total 

































Please note that comparisons with previous years information are not reliable, as DEET definitions 
of what to include in each of the categories may change from year to year. 







STUDENT ENROLMENT SUMMARY 1980-1990 




Masters by Research 










Diploma & Associate Diploma 
Diploma - Nursing 







































































































































































































* Students enrolled in Master of Studies courses have been included in either Masters by Coursework or Masters Preliminary. 
^gure 12 - Student Enrolnnents 1980-1990 k 
D Total Postgraduate 
I Total Undergraduate 
- Total Enrolments 
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
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TabIa 26 
DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENT ENROLMENTS 1985-1990 





Diploma and Associate Diploma 
Non-Award 












Diploma and Associate Diploma 
Non-Award 












Diploma and Associate Diploma 
Non-Award 




























































































































































































































































































































BEd(Primary) is considered a Bachelor degree 
BEd(Primary)-Bridging is considered a Non-Award course 
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Table 27 
DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENT LOAD 1981-1990 












Faculty of Arts 






Faculty of Commerce 
Learning Studies 
Policy & Technology Studies In Education 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Metal & Materials Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health and Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Mathematics 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Information Technology and Communication 





Health Science - Human Movement 
Health Science - Nursing 
Physics 
Faculty of Science 























































































































































































































































































































































* The General Studies Department was dissolved in 1988 
° The Department of Business Systems replaced the Department of Information Systems in 1989. 
oThe Faculty of Mathematical Sciences was replaced by the Faculty of Informatics in 1990, 
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1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
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Table 28 
STUDENT LOAD FOR STATE FUNDED NURSE EDUCATION 1985-1990 











Faculty of Arts 






Faculty of Commerce 
Learning Studies 
Policy & Technology Studies 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Metal & Materials Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Mathematics 
Faculty of Informatics 




































































































































































































































State funded Nursing courses include DipAppSc(Nursing) and DipAppSc{Nursing)-conversion, 
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Table 29 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ENROLMENTS 1989-1990 
By Course Type & Source of Funding 
SOURCE OF FUNDING CODES: 
22 - Full-fee paying international students 
23 - Subsidised international students 
24 - Sponsored international students 
NA- Non-award international students (course codes 904-906) 
Figure 14 - International Student Enrolments by Level 1989-1990L 
Course Type 
POSTGRADUATE 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































* Students of metallurgy have enrolled in an engineering degree course since 1987. 
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Table 31 






































































Doctorate figures were included in PhD prior to 1987 
I Figure 15 • Higher Degree Commencing Enrolments 1980-1990 
450 T 
400 -
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
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TabIa 32 
SUMMARY OF DEGREES CONFERRED 1981-1900 









Technology and Social Change 
Subtotal 







































Occupational Health & Safety 
Philosophy 
Psychology 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 32 (continued) 
SUMMARY OF DEGREES CONFERRED 1981-1990 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































UNDERGRADUATE SUBJECT PASS RATES 1981-1990 










Science & Technology Studies 
Faculty of Arts 





Faculty of Commerce 
Learning Studies 
Policy & Technology Studies in Education 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Metal & Materials Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mathematics 
Faculty of Informatics* 





Health Science - Human Movement 
Health Science - Nursing 
Physics 












































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: Pass rates refer to subjects at levels 100, 200, 300 and 400 and are based on the following fonnula: 
the number of students who achieved a pass grade or better / the end of year enrolment /100, where pass grades include PC; 
P I and S grades and the end of year enrolment is a count of all students who did not withdraw from subjects. 
*ln 1990 the Faculty of Mathematical Sciences became the Faculty of Informatics 
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Table 34 















































































































































MALE NURSING ENROLMENTS 1985-1990 




























































































































































1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
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Table 37 
FULL-TIME AND FRACTIONAL FULL-TIME STAFF 1985-1990 
By Activity 
ACTIVITY 
Teaching and Research 
Research Only 
Academic Support Staff 
Library 
Computing Services 
Other Academic Support Services 
Administration 




















































































Union/Bookshop employees have been excluded from Independent Operations from 1988 onwards. 
Teaching Only and casual staff are excluded from this table. 
Figure 17 - Distribution of Full-time and Fractional Full-time Staff 1985-1990 







1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
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FULL-TIME & FRACTIONAL FULL-TIME TEACHING AND RESEARCH ACADEMIC STAFF 1981-1990 
(excludes Research Only and Casual staff) 











Faculty of Arts 






Faculty of Commerce 
Leaming Studies 
Policy & Technology Studies 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Metal & Materials Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mathematics 
Faculty of Informatics 




























































































































































































































































































































































CASUAL TEACHING ONLY ACADEMIC STAFF 1981-1990* 











Faculty of Arts 






Faculty of Commerce 
Learning Studies 
Policy & Technology Studies 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Metal & Materials Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mathematics 
Faculty of Informatics 



































































































































































































































































































































* 1988, 1989 and 1990 figures are estimates for the 12 month periods ending 31 December 1988, 31 December 1989 and 31 December 
1990 respectively and are based on the actual figures for 12 month periods ending 31 December 1987, 31 December 1988 and 
31 December 1989, Previous figures are estimates for the reference year as at 30 April, 
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Table 42 
TOTAL TEACHING ONLY AND TEACHING AND RESEARCH ACADEMIC STAFF 1981-1990 (Includes casuals) 
(excludes staff with a Research Only or Other function) 











Faculty of Arts 






Faculty of Commerce 
Learning Studies 
Policy & Technology Studies 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Metal & Materials Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mathematics 
Faculty of Informatics 
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CHANGE IN STUDENT LOAD 1983-1990 















































































































SOURCE : Selected Higher Education Statistics - DEET 1990 
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Table 47 
AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL STUDENT ENROLMENTS 1990 



































































SOURCE: Selected Higher Education Statistical Data Files 1990 
Department of Employment, Education and Training 
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Table 48 
OVERSEAS STUDENT ENROLMENTS 1990 



















New South Wales 















































SOURCE: Selected Higher Education Statistical Data Files 1990 
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ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1991 
By Course Type, Sex and AttencJanc» Mcxie 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Creative Arts 
English 











Faculty of Commerce 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Materials Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Sc;ienc» 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Information Tec^hnology and Communic^ations 
Mathematics 






Faculty of Science 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Faculty of Arts 





















































Table 1 (continued) 
ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1991 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mode 
MASTERS BY RESEARCH 
Creative Arts 
English 
History & Politics 
Philosophy 
Sociology 





Faculty ol Commerce 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Materials Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 






Faculty of Science 





































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 1 (continued) 
ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSPTY COURSES 1991 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mode 
MASTERS BY COURSEWORK 
Creative Arts 
English 









Faculty of Commerce 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Materials Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Information Technology and Communications 
Faculty of informatics 




Faculty of Science 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 1 (continued) 
ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1991 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mcxie 
MASTERS - PREUMINARY 
English 










Faculty of Commerce 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Sentence 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Sc:ienc8 
Mathematics 





Faculty of Science 













































































































































































































































































































































































Table 1 (continueci) 
ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1991 









Faculty of Commerce 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Faculty of Education 
Human Movement Scaence 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer So'enc» 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Faculty of Informatics 




Faculty of Science 









































































































































































































































































































































Table 1 (continued) 
ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1991 







Faculty of Arts 
BCom 
BCom(Hons) 












































Faculty of Science 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 1 (continued) 
ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1991 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mode 
DIPLOMA 
DipTeach(Primary)-Conversion 





Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 





















































































































Faculty of Commerce 
/^socDipSportsSc 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 










































































































Non-Award (Full Fee) 
Non-Award (Exchange) 
Non-Award (Study Abroad) 











































































































^gure 1 - Enrolments in University Courses 199lb 
6000 
Full-time Part-time External 
Mode of Attendance 
Total 
Table 2 
COMMENCING ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSrFY COURSES 1991 
By Course Type, Sex arxi Atterxlance Mode 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Creative Arts 
English 









Faculty of Commerce 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Materials Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Sclenc» 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mathematics 






Faculty of Science 































































































































































































































































































































































































































Faculty of Arts 






















































Table 2 (continued) 
COMMENCING ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1991 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mode 
MASTERS BY RESEARCH 
Creative Arts 
English 
History & Politics 
Faculty of Arts 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Materials Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Elec<rk»l & Computer Engineering 





Faculty of Science 

























































































































































































































































































MASTERS BY COURSEVI/ORK 
Creative Arts 
English 
History & Politics 
Joumalism 
Sociology 





Faculty of Commerce 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Materials Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electric:al and Computer Engineering 
Information Technology and Communications 




Faculty of Science 


























































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2 (continued) 
COMMENCING ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1991 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mocie 
MASTERS - PRELIMINARY 
English 










Faculty of Commerce 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Er^ineering 
Mechanical Engir>eering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Psychology 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Mathematics 





Faculty of Science 








































































































































































































































































































































































Faculty of Commerce 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Faculty of Education 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Faculty of Informatics 




Faculty of Science 


















































































































































































































































































































Table 2 (continued) 
COMMENCING ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1991 






Faculty of Arts 
BCom 
BCom(Hons) 

































Faculty of Science 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2 (continued) 
COMMENCING ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1991 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mode 
DIPLOMA 
DipTeach(Prim)-Conversion 




Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 











































































































Faculty of Commerce 























































Non-Award (Full Fee) 
Non-Award (Exchange) 
NorvAward (Study Abroad) 

















































































































Figure 2 -Commencing Enrolments in University Courses 1991L 
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FULL-TIME STUDENT ENROLMENTS SUMMARY 1991 
By Level of Course 
Higher Degree 
PhD & Doctorates 
Masters by Research 
































Nursing - Corwersion 
Science 
Sub-total 
Diploma & Associate Diploma 
Diploma - Nursing 
Diploma - Nursing (Conversion) 






























































































































































































































































































































































1991 GRADUATES (By Course) 










































Science and Technology Studies 
Subtotal 
Postgraduate Bachelor 
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Includes Masters by Research courses 
Includes Masters by Courseworic and Masters Pass courses 
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TabIa 12 (continued) 
TOTAL FILLED STAFFINQ ESTABLISHMENT AND CASUAL STAFF 1991 
By Activity 





































































































































STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES 


















































































































































TabIa 12 (continued) 
TOTAL FILLED STAFFING ESTABLISHMENT AND CASUAL STAFF 1991 
By Activity 
PUBLIC SERVICES 
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FULL-TIME/FRACTIONAL FULL-TIME STAFF PLUS CASUAL STAFF • 
FILLED POSITIONS ONLY by Organisational UnH 
NON ACADEMIC UNITS 1991 







Central Computing Centres 
Manager/Administrator 
Computer Business Professional 
Other Business Professional 
Technical Officer/Assistant 
Stenographer/Typist 
Data Processing Operator 
a h e r Cleric 
Subtotal 























































































































































































































































































































Table 15 (continued) 
FULL-TIME/FRACTIONAL FULL-TIME STAFF PLUS CASUAL STAFF 
FILLED POSITIONS ONLY by Organisational Unit 
NON ACADEMIC UNITS 1991 
Full-time and 
Fractional Full-time 
Mala Female Persons 
Casual 






Computer Business Professional 
Other Business Professional 
Other Professional 
Other Para-Prolessicxial 
Ste nogreiphe r/Ty pist 




Buildings, Plant and Grounds 
Manager/Administrator 

















Other General Institution & Overhead Services 
Lecturer 
Below Lecturer 
Other Business Professional 
Other Professional 
Technical Officer//\ssistctnt 
Other Para Professional 





Other Business Professional 




Research, [>evelopment Testing or Consultancy 
Professor 







Other Independent Operations 
Manager/Administratcx 
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AGE DISTRIBUTION OF FULL-TIME TEACHING AND RESEARCH ACADEMIC STAFF 1991 # 














































































# excludes fractional appointments 









20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 60+ 









INCOME BY SOURCE AND PURPOSE OF FUNDS 1990 
For the year ended 31 December 1990 
Source of Funds 
Provisions of Higher Education 




Fees and Charges 
Continuing Education 
Full-Fee Paying Students 
Other 
Endowments 






Woricing accounts for Computing, 




























































SOURCE: DEET Form 401 
Please note that comparisons with previous years information are not reliable, as DEET definitions of what to include in each of the 
categories may change from year to year. 





B Provisions of HIgtier n other Commonwealth 
Education Funcjlng Act 
D Donations and Bequests EH Fees and Charges 
a Independent Operations l±J State Govt 
S Investment Income B Other 
45 
Table 19 
EXPENDrrURE OF GENERAL AND RESEARCH FUNDS BY ACTIVITY 1990 
For the year ended 31 December 1990 
GENERAL FUNDS ITEMI 
ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES 
Teaching and Research 
Salaries 




Salary related Costs 
Non-salary Items 












Salary related Costs 
Norvsalary Items 
Total Academic Services 
STUDENT SERVICES 
Salaries 
Salary related Costs 
Non-salary Items 
Total Student Services 
PUBLIC SERVICES 
Salaries 
Salary related Costs 
Non-salary Items 
Total Public Services 
GENERAL UNIVERSITY SERVICES 
Administration and Overheads 
Salaries 
Salary related Costs 
Non-salary items 
Other General Institution Services 
Salaries 
Salary related Costs 
Non-salary Items 
TotiU General University Services 
INDEPENDENT OPERATIONS 
Salaries 
Salary related Costs 
Non-salary Items 
Total Independent Operations 








































l i i Salaries £3 Salary related costs S Non-salary items 
RESEARCH FUNDS ITEM 
Salaries 
Salary related Costs 
Non-salary Items 






SOURCE: DEET Form 404 
Rease note that comparisons with previous years inlormation are not reliable, as DEET definitions ol what to include in each ol the categories may vary Irom year to year. 
SALARY RELATED COSTS: includes contributions to superannuation and pension schemes; payroll tax; workers compensation Insurance; 
and payments Into long-service provisions accounts. 
OTHER SALARY RELATED COSTS: includes Iringe t>enetits taxes, termination payments and redundancy payments. 
46 
Table 20 
SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURE OF GENERAL FUNDS 1990 
For the year ended 31 December 1990 
GENERAL FUNDS ITEM 
ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES 








GENERAL UNIVERSITY SERVICES 
Administrat ion and Overheads 



















SOURCE: DEET Form 404 








E) Teaching and Research S Academic Services i Independent Operations 13 Student Services 
H Administration D Other General institution S Public Services 
Services 
Please note that compar isons with previous years information are not reliable, as DEET definitions of what to include in each of the 
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RESEARCH EXPENDITURE BY TYPE AND FACULTY 1990 


































































SOURCE: DEET Form 410 
OTHER NON-STAFF EXPENDITURE; includes such items as new appointment expenses; outside studies programs and ccxiferences; 
purchase of books and pericxiicals; travel; postage; telephones and facsimiles; fumiture; water and general rates and all other 
non-staff items. 
Please note that comparisons with previous years information are not reliable, as DEET definitions of what to include in each of 
tfie categories may change from year to year. 











EXPENDITURE OF CAPITAL FUNDS FOR BUILDINGS AND LAND 1990 
For the year ended 31 December 1990 
Purpose For 
Which Funds Were Used 
EXPENDITURE 




Technology Centre Stage 3 





Purchase of Land 
Total 


















































Please note that comparisons with previous years information are not reliable, as DEET definitions 
of what to include in each of the categories may change from year to year. 








STUDENT ENROLMENT SUMMARY 1981-1991 




Masters by Research 










Diploma & Associate Diploma 
Diploma - Nursing 











































































































































































































* Students enrolled In Master ol Studies courses have been included In either Masters by Coursework or Masters Preliminary. 
k Figure 12 - Student Enrolments 1981-1991 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
H Total Postgraduate I Total Undergraduate Total Enrolments i 
57 
Table 26 
DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENT ENROLMENTS 1985-1991 





Diploma and Associate Diploma 
Non-Award 












Diploma and Associate Diploma 
Non-Award 












Diploma and Associate Diploma 
Non-Award 














































































































































































































































































































































































BEd(Prlmary) is considered a Bachelor degree 
BEd(Primary)-Brldging is considered a NorvAward course 
58 
TabIa 27 
DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENT LOAD 1982-1991 












Faculty of Arts 






Faculty of Commerce 
Learning Studies 
Policy & Technology Studies in Education 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Metal & Materials Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 




















Faculty of Health and Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Mathematics 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Information Technology and Communication 





Health Science - Human Movement 
Health Science - Nursing 
Physics 
Faculty of Science 















































































































































































































































































































































'The General Studies Department was dissolved in 1988 
° The Department of Business Systems replaced the Department of Information Systems in 1989. 
oThe Faculty of Mathematical Sciences was replaced by the Faculty of Informatics in 1990, 
59 











1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
60 
Table 28 
STUDENT LOAD FOR STATE FUNDED NURSE EDUCATION 1985-1991 











Faculty of Arts 






Faculty of Commerce 
Leaming Studies 
Policy & Technology Studies 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Metal & Materials Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health and Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Information Technology and Communication 
Mathematics 
Faculty of Informatics 
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DISTRIBUTION OF COMMENCING BACHELOR DEGREE ENROLMENTS 1961-1991 (Including Honours) 
BA* 
% 



















































































































































































































































































Students of metallurgy have enrolled In an engineering degree course since 1987. 
*BA includes all combined arxj joint BA degrees 
*BAppSci includes txjih Human Movement and Biotechnology students 
*BE includes all combined and joint BE degrees 
•BLaws includes all combined and joint LLB degrees 
•BMath Includes both BN4ath and BMath-CompSci degrees 
64 
Table 31 







































































Doctorate figures were included in PhD prior to 1987 
k Figure 15 - Higher Degree Ccxnmencing Enrolments 1981-1991 
600 -r 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
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Table 32 
SUMMARY OF DEGREES CONFERRED 1981-1991 









Technology and Social Change 
Subtotal 


























Diploma and Graduate Diploma 
Acxx>untanc:y 
Arts 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 32 (continued) 
SUMMARY OF DEGREES CONFERRED 1961-1991 















Applied Science (Human Movement) 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































UNDERGRADUATE SUBJECT PASS RATES 1981-1991 










Science & Technology Studies 
Faculty of Arts 





Faculty of Commerce 
Leaming Studies 
Policy & Technology Studies in Education 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Electric:al & Computer Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
MetaJ & Materials Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mathematics 
Faculty of Informatics' 





Health Science - Human Movement 
Health Science - Nursing 
Physics 
Faculty of Science 
















































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: Pass rates refer to subjects at levels 100, 200, 300 and 400 and are based on ttie following fonnuJa: 
the number of students who achieved a pass grade or better / the end of year enrolment / 1(X), where pass grades include PC; 
PT and S grades and the end of year enrolment is a count of all students who did not witfidraw from subjects. 
*ln 1990 the Faculty of Mathematical Sciences became the Faculty of Infomiatics 
68 
Table 34 



















































































































































































































'Enrolments In DipAppSc(Nurs); DipAppSc(Nurs)-Conv; DipNurs; DipNurs-Conv and BNursIng 
70 
Table 36 



















































































































1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
71 
Table 37 
FULL-TIME AND FRACTIONAL FULL-TIME STAFF 1985-1991 
By Activity 
ACTIVITY 
Teaching and Research 
Research Only 
General Academic Support 
Library 
Computing Services 
Other Academic Support Services 
Administration 

































































































NO. Union/Bcxjkshop employees have been excluded from Independent Operations from 1988 onwards. 
Teaching Only and casual staff are excluded from this table. 








1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
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FULL-TIME & FRACTIONAL FULL-TIME TEACHING AND RESEARCH ACADEMIC STAFF 1981-1991 
(excludes Research Only and Casual staff) 












Faculty of Arts 






Faculty of Commerce 
Leaming Studies 
Policy & Technology Studies 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Metal & Materials Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Information Technology and Communications 
Mathematics 
Faculty of Informatics 



































































































































































































































































































































































































CASUAL TEACHING ONLY ACADEMIC STAFF 1981-1B91* 












Faculty of Arts 






Faculty of Commerce 
Learning Studies 
Policy & Technology Studies 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Metal & Materials Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Information Technology and Communications 
Mathematics 
Faculty of Informatics 










































































































































































































































































































































































* 1988-1991 figures are estimafes for the 12 month period ending 31 December in the respective years and are based on the actual figures 
for the 12 month period ending in the previous year. 
Figures in years prior lo 1988 are estimates for the reference year as at 30 April. 
76 
Table 42 
TOTAL TEACHING ONLY AND TEACHING AND RESEARCH ACADEMIC STAFF 1981-1991 (includes casuals) 
(excludes staff with a Research Only or Other function) 












Faculty of Arts 






Faculty of Commerce 
Leaming Studies 
Policy & Technology Studies 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Metal & Materials Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Information Technology and Communications 
Mathematics 
Faculty of Informatics 
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CHANGE IN STUDENT LOAD 1983-1991 

























































































SOURCE: Selected Higher Education Statistics 1991 
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Table 47 
AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL STUDENT ENROLMENTS 1991 



































































SOURCE: Selected Higher Education Statistical Data Files 1991 
Department of Employment, Education and Training 
85 
Table 48 
OVERSEAS STUDENT ENROLMENTS 1991 



















New South Wales 















































SOURCE: Selected Higher Education Statistical Data Files 1991 
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ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1992 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mode 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Creative Arts 
English 












Faculty ol Commerc* 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Materials Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Science* 
Faculty of Law 
Computer Science 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Information Techrralogy and Communications 
Mathematics 






Faculty of Science 
Graduate Faculty 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Faculty of Arts 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 













































































Table 1 (continued) 
ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1992 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mode 
MASTERS BY RESEARCH 
Creative Arts 
English 









Faculty of Commerce 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Materials Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mathematics 






Faculty of Science 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































TabIa 1 (continued) 
ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1992 
By Course Type, Sex and Atterxlance Mode 
MASTERS BY COURSEWORK 
Creative Arts 
English 









Faculty of Commerc* 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Materials Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty of Engln**rlng 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & B*havloural Sci*nc*s 
Computer Science 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Information Technology and Communicatiorjs 
Mathematics 






Faculty of Scienc* 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 1 (continu*d) 
ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1992 
By Course Type, Sex and Atterxlarice Mode 
MASTERS - PRELIMINARY 
English 









Faculty of Commerc* 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Materials Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty of En9ln**rlng 
Human Movement Science 
Psychology 
Public Health arxj Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Bahavioural Sciences 
Computer Scienc» 
Information Technology and Communications 
Mathematics 
Faculty of Informatics 






Faculty of Science 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 1 (continued) 
ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1992 











Faculty of Commerc* 
Faculty of Education 
Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & B*havloural Sclanc** 
Computer Science 
Electrical arxj Computer Engineering 
Faculty ot Informatics 
Faculty of Law 
Geography 
Physics 
Faculty of Science 
Graduate Faculty 





















































































































































































































































































































































Tabi* 1 (continued) 
ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1992 







Faculty of Arts 
BCom 
BCom(Hons) 



















































B S ^ o n s ) 
Faculty of Scienc* 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 1 (continued) 
ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1992 








Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 






















































































































Faculty of Commerce 



































































Non-Award (Full Fee) 
Non-Award (Exchange) 
Non-Award (Study Abroad) 











































































































Rgure 1 - Enrolments in University Courses 1992J| 
6000 
Full-time Part-time External 
Mode of Attendance 
Total 
Table 2 
COMMENCING ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1992 
By Course Type, Sex and Atterxlance Mode 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Creative Arts 
English 










Faculty of Commerc* 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Materials Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Faculty of Law 
Computer Science 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mathematics 






Faculty of Science 
Graduate Faculty 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Faculty of Arts 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 














































































Table 2 (conUnuad) 
COMMENCING ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1992 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mode 
MASTERS BY RESEARCH 
Creative Arts 
English 
History & Politics 
Journalism 
Sociology 
Faculty of Arts 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Materials Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Faculty of Informatics 
Chemistry 
Geography 
Faculty of Scienc* 

























































































































































































































































































MASTERS BY COURSEWORK 
Creative Arts 
English 









Faculty of Commerc* 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Materials Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public HealUi and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Bahavioural Scienc*s 
Computer Science 
Electrical arxl Computer Engineering 
Information Tectmology and Communications 
Mathematics 





Faculty of Science 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2 (continued) 
COMMENCING ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1992 
By Course Type, Sex and Attendance Mode 
MASTERS - PRELIMINARY 
English 
History and Politics 
Sociology 
STS 





Faculty of Commerce 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Materials Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Scierrce 
Public Health & Nutrition 
Psyciwlogy 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Information Technology and Communications 
Faculty of informatics 





Faculty of Science 

































































































































































































































































































































































Faculty of Commerc* 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Healtti and Nutrition 
Faculty of Heal^ & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Faculty of informatica 
Faculty of Law 
Graduate Faculty 

































































































































































































































































































































Table 2 (continued) 
COMMENCING ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1992 






Faculty of Arts 
BCom 
BCom(Hons) 






8Ed(Prim) P/T Conv 
BTeach (Early Childhood) 
BTeach (Primary) 
Faculty of Education 
BE-Civll 
































Faculty of Scienc* 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tabi* 2 (continued) 
COMMENCING ENROLMENTS IN UNIVERSITY COURSES 1992 
By Course Type, Sex and AtterxJance Mode 
DIPLOMA 
DipTeach(Sec)-Math 
Faculty of Education 
DipNurs-Conversion 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sci*nc*s 
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Rgure 2 • Commencing Enrolmente in Univerelty Coureee 1992 k 
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FULL-TIME STUDENT ENROLMENTS SUMMARY 1992 
By Level of Course 
Higher Degree 
PhD & Doctorates 
Masters by Research 





































TeacNng (Early Chlldfiood) 
Teaching (Primaiy) 
Sub-total 
Diploma & Associate Diploma 
Diploma Applied Science (Nursing) 
Diploma - Nursing 
Diploma - Teacfiing 
Associate Diploma-Admin 
Associate Diploma-Computer Applications 
Sub-toUl 
Non-Award 









































































































































































































































































































































Undergraduate Diploma & Associate Diploma 
AssocDipCompApplicns 
Sub-total 







































































1992 GRADUATES (By Course) 
























Public Health & Nutrition 
Science 
Sociology 































































Arts-Health & Behavioural Sciences 








Science-Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Subtotal 
Bachelor (Pass) 
Applied Science (Human Movement) 
Applied Science (Nursing) 
Arts-Arts 


































































includes Masters by Research courses 
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Total Academic Support Staff 































































































































































Tabia 12 (continued) 
TOTAL FILLED STAFFING ESTABLISHMENT AND CASUAL STAFF 1992 
By Activity 

















































































































































STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES 



































































































































































Table 12 (continued) 
TOTAL FILLED STAFFING ESTABLISHMENT AND CASUAL STAFF 1992 
By Activity 
PUBLIC SERVICES 






















































































































































































































































Other Independent Operations 
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FULL-TIME/FRACTIONAL FULL-TIH/IE STAFF PLUS CASUAL STAFF - NON ACADEMIC UNITS 1992 
FILLED POSITIONS ONLY by Organisational Unit 
Full-time and 
Fractional Full-tl 










Central Computing Centres 
Manager/Administrator 
Computer Business Professional 
Otfier Business Professional 
Technical Offtoer/Assistant 
Stenograpiier/Typist 
Data Processing Operator 
Other Clerk 
Subtotal 








































































































































































































































































TabIa 15 (contlnuad) 
FULL-TIME/FRACTIONAL FULL-TIME STAFF PLUS CASUAL STAFF - NON ACADEMiC UNITS 1992 
FILLED POSITIONS ONLY by Organisational Unit 
Fuli-tim^ and 
Fractional Full-tima 
Mala Famala Parsons 
Casual 





Computer Business Professional 
Other Business Professioruil 
Other Para-Professtonal 
Stenograptier/Typist 




Buildings, Plant and Grounds 
Manager/Administrator 

















Other General InaUtutlon & Ov^rh^ad Sarvlcas 
Lecturer 
Below Lecturer 










Research, Dav^loprrMnt Testing or Consultancy 
Professor 







Otlwr ind^p«nd^nt Operations 
Below Lecturer 
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AGE DISTRIBUTION OF FULL-TIME TEACHING AND RESEARCH ACADEMIC STAFF 1992 # 














































































# excludes fractional appointments 


















20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 










INCOME BY SOURCE AND PURPOSE OF FUNDS 1001 
For the year ended 31 December 1991 
Source of Funds 
Provisions of Higher Education 




Fees and Charges 
Continuing Education 
Full-Fee Paying Students 
Other 
Endowments 






Woricing accounts for Computing, 





































































































SOURCE: DEET Form 501 
Please note that comparisons with previous years information are not reliable, as DEET definitions of what to include in each of the 
categories may change from year to year. 





123 Provisions of Higher Education Funding 
Act 
5 Other Commonwealth 
H Independent Operations 
M State Govt 
M Donations and Bequests 
[ • Fees and Charges 




EXPENDITURE ON GENERAL AND RESEARCH PURPOSES BY ACTIVITY 1001 
For the year ended 31 Decemlier 1991 
EXPENDITURE ON GENERAL PURPOSES 
ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES 
Teaching and Research 
Salaries 




Salary related Costs 
Non-salary items 












Salary related Costs 
Non-salary items 
Total Academic Services 
STUDENT SERVICES 
Salaries 
Salary related Costs 
Non-salary items 
Total Student Services 
PUBLIC SERVICES 
Salaries 
Salary related Costs 
Non-salary items 
Total Public Services 
GENERAL UNIVERSITY SERVICES 
Administration and Overheads 
Salaries 
Salary related Costs 
Non-salary itenns 
Other General Institution Services 
Salaries 
Salary related Costs 
Non-salary items 
Total General University Services 
INDEPENDENT OPERATIONS 
Salaries 
Salary related Costs 
Non-salary items 
Total Independent Operations 



































EXPENDITURE ON RESEARCH PURPOSES 
Salaries 
Salary related Costs 
Non-salary items 






Figure 6 - Expenditure on General and Rassarch Purposes 





m Salaries H Salary related costs CS Non-salary Items 1 
SOURCE: DEET Fomi 503 
Please note that comparisons with previous years information are not reliable, as DEET definitions of what to include in each of the categories may vary 
from year to year. 
SALARY RELATED COSTS: includes contributions to superannuation and pension schemes; payroll tax; workers compensation insurance; 
and payments into long-service provisions accounts. 
0"rHER SALARY RELATED COSTS: includes fringe benefits taxes, termination payments and redundarxiy payments. 
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Table 20 
SUMMARY OF EXPENDtTURE ON GENERAL PURPOSES 1991 
For the year ended 31 December 1991 
GENERAL FUNDS ITEM 
ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES 








GENERAL UNIVERSITY SERVICES 
Administration and Overheads 



















SOURCE: DEET Form 503 







S Teaching and Research S Academic Services 
ca Administration 
I Independent Operations • Student Services 
CB Other General Institution S3 Public Services 
Services 
Please note that comparisons with previous years information are not reliable, as DEET definitions of what to include in each of the 
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RESEARCH EXPENDITURE BY TYPE AND FACULTY 1991 




































































SOURCE: DEET Form 509 
OTHER NON-STAFF EXPENDITURE: includes such items as new appointment expenses; outside studies programs and conferences; 
purchase of Ixxiks and periodicals; travel; postage; telephones and facsimiles; fumiture; water and general rates and all other 
non-staff items. 
Please note that comparisons with previous years information are not reliable, as DEET definitions of what to inclucie in each of the 
categories may change from year to year. 
^ 












2000 4000 6000 8000 
EXPENDITURE $000 
10000 12000 14000 
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Table 24 
EXPENDITURE OF CAPITAL FUNDS FOR BUILDINGS AND LAND 1991 
For the year encied 31 December 1991 
Purpose For 
Which Furuls Were Used 
EXPENDITURE 
Buildings and Site Preparation 
Total 














SOURCE: DEET Form 505 
Please note that comparisons with previous years information are not reliable, as DEET definitions 








STUDENT ENROLMENT SUMMARY 1982-1992 




Masters by Research 










Diploma & Associate Diplonui 
Diplonna - Nursing 














































































































































































































* Students enrolled in Master of Studies courses have been included in either Masters by Coursework or Masters Preliminary. 







1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
Total Postgraduate [ I Total Undergraduate Total Enrolments i 
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TabIa 26 
DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENT ENROLMENTS 1085-1982 





Dipkima and Associate Diploma 
Non-Award 












Dipkima and Associate Diploma 
Non-Award 












Dipkxna and Associate Diploma 
Non-Award 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































BEd(Primary) is consklered a Bactielor degree 
BEd(Primary)-Brklging is considered a Non-Award course 
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Table 27 
DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENT LOAD 1983-1992 












Faculty of Arts 






Faculty of Commerce 
Leaming Studies 
Policy & Technology Studies in Education 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Metal & Materials Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 






















Faculty of Health and Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Mathematics 
Electrical and Connputer Engineering 
Information Technology and Communicatkin 





Health Science - Human Movement 
Health Science - Nursing 
Physics 
Faculty of Science 
























































































































































































































































































































































* The General Studies Department was dissolved In 1988 
° The Department of Business Systems replaced the Department of Information Systems in 1989. 
oThe Faculty of Mathematical Sciences was replaced by the Faculty of Informatics in 1990. 
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1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
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Table 2S 
STUDENT LOAD FOR STATE FUNDED NURSE EDUCATION 1985-1992 











Faculty of Arts 






Faculty of Commerce 
Leaming Studies 
Policy & Technology Studies 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Metal & Materials Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Healtii and Nuti-ition 
Faculty of Health and Bahavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Information Technology and Communication 
Mathematics 
Faculty of informatics 















































































































































































































































































































Slate funded Nursing courses include DipAppSc(Nursing); DipAppSc(Nursing)-Conversion; DipNurs and DipNurs-Conversion 
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Figure 14a - Intemational Student Enrolments by Level of Course 1989-1992 
1400 -r 
i n Undergraduate 
H Postgraduate 
1989 1990 1991 1992 





















1989 1990 1991 













































































































































































































































































































•Students of metallurgy have enrolled in an engineering degree course since 1987. 
*BA includes all comtiined and joint BA degrees 
*BE irwludes all combined and joint BE degrees 
*BLaws includes all combined and joint LLB degrees 
"BMath includes both BMath and BMath-CompSc degrees prior to 1992. From 1992, BCompSc is listed separately 
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Table 31 








































































' Doctorate figures were included in PhD prior lo 1987 
h Figure 15 - Higher Degree Commencing Enrolments 1982-1992 
800 -r 
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
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Table 32 
SUMMARY OF DEGREES CONFERRED 1982-1992 











Technology and Soc îal Change 
SubtoUl 





























Technology and Social Change 
Subtotal 
Diploma and Graduate Diploma 
Accountancy 
Arts 















Occupational Health & Safety 
Philosophy 
Psychology 
Public Health & Nutrition 
Science 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 32 (continued) 
SUMMARY OF DEGREES CONFERRED 1082-1002 
Degrees conferred In the 12 month period ending 30 June in each year 
Bachelor (Honours) 
Arts-Arts 











Science - Science 
Science - hHeaKh & Behavioural 
Subtotal 
Bachelor (Pass) 
Applied Science (Human Movement) 
Applied Science (Nursing) 
Arts - Arts 











Science - Science 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































UNDERGRADUATE SUBJECT PASS RATES 1982-1992 










Science & Technology Studies 
Faculty of Arts 





Faculty of Commerce 
Leaming Studies 
Policy & Technology Stuciies in Education 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Metal & Materials Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mathematics 
Faculty of Informatics* 
Legal Studies 





Health Science - Human Movement 
Health Science - Nursing 
Physics 
Faculty of Science 


























































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: Pass rates lefer to subjects at levels 100, 200, 300 and 400 and are based on the following formula: 
the number of students who achieved a pass grade or better / the end of year enrolment /100, where pass grades include PC; 
PT and S grades and the end of year enrolment is a count of all students vi^o did not withdraw from subjects. 
*ln 1990 the Faculty of Mathematical Sciences became the Faculty of Informatics 
68 
Table 34 


































































































































































































































'Enrolments in all Diploma and Bachelor courses only 
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Table 36 











































































































1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
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Table 37 
FULL-TIME AND FRACTIONAL FULL-TIME STAFF 1985-1992 (excluding casuals) 
By Activity 
ACTIVITY 





Other Academic Support Services 
Central AdininlstraUon 













































































































NB. Union/Bookshop employees have been excluded from Independent Operations from 1988 onwards. 
Teaching Only and casual staff are excluded from this table. 
Figure 17 - Distribution of Full-time and Fractional Full-time Staff 1985-1992 k 
800 -T 
H Academic Activities* 
IS Other 
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
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FULL-TIME & FRACTIONAL FULL-TIME TEACHING AND RESEARCH ACADEMiC STAFF 1982-1992 
(excludes Research Only and Casual staff) 












Faculty of Arts 






Faculty of Commerce 
Leaming Stuciies 
Policy & Technology Studies 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Faculty 
Mechanical Engineering 
Metal & Materials Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Faculty 
Graduate School 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Faculty 
Information Technology and Communications 
Mathematics 
Faculty of informatics 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































CASUAL TEACHING ONLY ACADEMIC STAFF 1982-1992* 












Faculty of Arts 






Faculty of Commerce 
Learning Studies 
Policy & Technology Studies 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Metal & Materials Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Information Technology and Communications 
Mathematics 
Faculty of informatics 



















































































































































































































































































































































































* 1988-1991 figures are estimates for the 12 month period ending 31 Decemtier in the respective years and are based on the actual figures 
for the 12 month period ending in the previous year. 
Figures in years prior to 1988 are estimates for the reference year as at 30 April. 
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Table 42 
TOTAL TEACHING ONLY AND TEACHING AND RESEARCH ACADEMIC STAFF 1982-1992 (includes casuals) 
(axciudes staff with a Research Only or Other function) 













Faculty of Arts 






Faculty of Commerce 
Leaming Studies 
Policy & Technology Studies 
Faculty of Education 
Civil and Mining Engineering 
Electrical & Computer Engineering 
Faculty 
Mechanical Engineering 
Metal & Materials Engineering 
Faculty of Engineering 
Faculty 
Graduate School 
Human Movement Science 
Nursing 
Psychology 
Public Health and Nutrition 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Computer Science 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Faculty 
Information Technology and Communications 
Mathematics 
Faculty of Informatics 
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CHANGE IN STUDENT LOAD 1983-1992 

























































































SOURCE: Selected Higher Education Statistics 1992 
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Table 47 
AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL STUDENT ENROLMENTS 1992 



































































SOURCE: Selected Higher Education Statistical Data Files 1992 
Department of Employment, Education and Training 
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Table 48 
OVERSEAS STUDENT ENROLMENTS 1992 



















New South Wales 















































SOURCE: Selected Higher Education Statistical Data Files 1992 









List of University Buildings 
The University of Wollongong has two campuses. The main campus is 87.7 hectares and has tiuildings with a total gross floor area (GFA) of 
109,842 sq metres, of wtiich 77,862 sq metres is useable floor area (UFA). The University also has some off-campus buildings which are in 
dose proximity to the main campus. These buildings, which inclucie student accommodation, total 13,703 sq metres GFA or 8049 sq 
metres UFA. The University's other campus is Campus East, which is five kilometres from ttie main campus on a 12 hectare site. 
Building 
On Campus 
1 Materials Engineering 
4 Engineering 
5 Eastern Classrooms 
6 Engineering Laboratories 
7 Ttiermodynamics Laboratory 
8 Mechanical Engineering (Old Admin) 
9 The Hut 
10 Kids' Uni 
11 Union 
12 Computer Sderice 
13 Sports and Recreation Association 
14 Central Lecture Ttieatre 
15 Austin Keane Building 
16 Michael Birt Library 
18 Chemistry / Physics 
19 Arts and Health Scierxses 
20 Communications Building 
21 Education: Laboratories 
22 JournalisnrVEducation Resource Centre 
23 Education Building 
24 Music Centre 
25 Creative Arts Building 
27 Movement Laboratory 
28 Gymnasium 
29 Centre for Research Policy 
30 Aboriginal Education Centre 
31 Gardeners Centre 
32 Printery / Central Store / Landscaping Services 
35 Biology (North Wing) / Informatics (South Wing) 
36 Administration 
37 Koolobong (Student Accommodation) 
38 School of Health Sciences 
39 lllawarra Technology Centre 
40 Commerce Building / Hope Theatre 
41 New Science Building 
42 Ttie Science Annexe 
43 Eastern Student Computer Laboratory* 








55 Classroom (Music)* 
56 Classroom (Art)* 
57 Classroom* 
58 Creative Arts Store (Craft Store)* 
59 Creative Arts (Main Store)* 
60 Audto Visual* 
61 Canoe Shed* 
62 Weather Station 
64 Substation No. 5 
65 Landscape Storage Shed 
66 Substation No. 6 
67 Keira View Building 
Building 
Off Campua 
101 51 Porter Street (IRIS) 
106 18 Madeline Street 
107 Gleniffer Brae 
108 Weerona Hostel 
109 Parrish Avenue 
110 Observatory 
111 Gundi 
112 Intemational House 
113 45 Northfields Avenue 
114 47 Northfields Avenue 
115 49 Northfields Avenue 
116 51 Northfields Avenue 
117 53 Northfields Avenue 
118 55 Northfields Avenue 
119 57 Northfields Avenue 
120 59 Northfields Avenue 
Campus East 




205 Hut (Faculty of Science) 
206 Toilet Block 
207 Garages (Used with Cottages 8 and 9) 
208 Cottage 1 
209 Cottage 2 
210 Hut 
211 KItchen/Dining Hall 
212 Student Accommodation 1 
213 Student Accommodation II 
214 B &G Stores / Student Rec Room 
215 Large Hut (B&G Maintenance) 
216 Biology Research 
217 Hut(Biok)gy) 
218 Hut(Biotogy) 
219 Hut (Maintenance) 
220 Hut (Maintenance) 
221 Store (Maintenance) 
222 Cottage 3 (Cowper Street-CWALMS) 
223 Biokigy Shade House 
224 Biokigy Shade House 
225 Substation 
226 Inflammable Store 
227 Storage Shed 
228 Student Accommodation 111 
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